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Large gardening tools with wooden handle



High quality large tools with beechwood handle

NatureLine Range is backed by a 10 year warranty.

The NatureLine garden tools are suitable for various gardening applications. These tools
are made from high-quality steel and plastic with beechwood handle that is FSC®
certified. Only wood from exemplary managed forests are used for GARDENA handles.
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NatureLine Large Tools

No garden can do without a spade and a fork.
They form part of the basic equipment that every
gardener needs.

The new GARDENA NatureLine
large tools with high-quality wooden handles
makes digging, removing, loosening and transplanting
of soil easy and convenient.

All handles are FSC® Certified.

 

Comfortable digging

The sharp blade is made
from hardened quality steel
and guarantees an easy
penetration into the ground
when digging or lifting soil.

Wide foot tread

Wide foot tread with
special profile guarantees
perfect transmission of 
power and secure footing.

Comfortable handling

Handle made from Ashwood
(FSC® certified) guarantees a
comfortable grip and working
posture. 

The perfect grip
Ergonomically shaped D handle
can be held with both hands
comfortably at any point.

High Quality Gardening Tools

NatureLine Spade (17000-20)

NatureLine Pointed Spade (17001-20)

NatureLine Digging Fork (17002-20)



NatureLine Large Tools

 

High Quality Gardening Tools

The NatureLine range offers the
right tool for every application
Lightweight and robust

 

The robust tools are duroplast coated and are made from
high quality steel and plastic, that offer comfortable handling.
The garden tool range is perfect for outdoor weeding, removal
of weeds, leveling of soil and much more. The NatureLine
Garden Tool range boasts a 10 year warranty on all products.

 

GARDENA NatureLine beechwood and ashwood handles are FSC®
certified. Only wood from exemplary managed forests are used for GARDENA handles.

Did you know?

Practical Handle
Comfortable and practical

• Handle comes with a pegboard hole for easy storage.
• Stable and reliable tool and handle connection.
• Replacement handle available - NatureLine Spare
   Wooden Handle 140cm (17100-20).

No garden can do without a rake, hoe or broom. They form part of the
basic equipment that every gardener needs. The new GARDENA NatureLine
range includes all of these tools, with high-quality wooden handles — convenient,
robust and durable.



The NatureLine range is perfect for various outdoor requirements and consists of the following tools:
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long lasting durability. The robust tools are duroplast coated and are made from high quality steel and plastic. The garden tool range is perfect for outdoor 
weeding, removal of weeds, leveling of soil and much more. 

NatureLine Tools

NatureLine Law
n Rake (17105-20)

NatureLine 13 Tooth  Rake (17106-20)

NatureLine Adjustable Steel Rake (17107-20)

NatureLine Grubber (17108-20)

NatureLine Hoe (17109-20)

NatureLine Garden Hoe (17110-20)

NatureLine Broom
 (17111-20)

NatureLine Push Pull Hoe (17112-20)



Mulching raised beds
A two-centimetre thick mulch in raised beds reduces weed 
growth and keeps the earth moist for longer. To improve
soil ventilation under the cover, it is a good idea to loosen
the soil in the bed weekly. At the latest after a heavy rain
using a NatureLine soil garden tool for cultivating is
recommended. The trick is to do this so skilfully that the
mulch layer is preserved as far as possible. 

Tips and tricks

NatureLine Grubber
and Garden Hoe 

 For loosening and ventilating the soil
without damaging roots .

NatureLine Adjustable Rake

NatureLine Rake

 
Ideal for raking, levelling off plant beds and for
soil cultivation. 

Working width of 36 cm (14 tines) with sturdy
tines made from quality steel. 

Ideal for raking up leaves, grass cuttings, aerated material
and other garden waste. Adjustable 30 - 50cm galvanised
spring steel tines for small to large garden debris.
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GARDENA - your advantages

1. Quality
GARDENA products are known for their extremely high quality and
reliability. The entire production chain is subject to stringent quality
guidelines.

2. Innovation/Technology
GARDENA develops products that render garden work as easy and
efficient as possible. That’s why continuous innovation and product
development is undertaken using the latest technology.

3. Ergonomics/Comfort
GARDENA places high value on the ergonomics of their products.
Products are designed for user comfort and makes garden work easier.

4. Service
Should you have any questions / queries relating to GARDENA products,
please send your email to service@gardena.co.za and we will respond
to your inquiry.


